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Using polymer droplets formed in dewetting of polymer film on silicon surface as template, the

silicon columns capped with circular polymer plates are fabricated via plasma etching. By blanket

deposition of a gold layer on the structure, an array of metallic microcavities featured by a metal

circular plate separated by a silicon column with the bottom metallic film is achieved. The

geometrical parameters of the stereo structures can be tuned. We show that the electric field at the

edge of the cap is greatly enhanced, which can be used as the hot spot for trace amount of chemical

detection. VC 2013 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4775765]

Surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is the collective oscilla-

tion of free electrons on the metal–dielectric interface driven

by the incident electromagnetic waves. If the momentum of

the incident electromagnetic wave matches that of SPP, the

incident wave may excite SPPs on the metal–dielectric inter-

face.1,2 In this process, alien molecules adsorbed on the metal

surface will sensitively influence the resonance of the surface

plasmon.3 In many detection methods, various kinds of cavity

structures are usually designed.4–7 For the dielectric resona-

tors, Q factor is extremely high. Yet for the plasmonic cavity,

Q factor has been limited to just a few tens,8,9 which is mainly

due to the electromagnetic loss of metal material. Despite the

strong loss of the metallic structure, however, the local SPP

resonance (usually termed as “hot spots”) on metallic struc-

ture remains very strong, which makes it possible to apply

these structures as sensing devices.10,11

It is worthwhile to mention that the surface enhanced

Raman scattering (SERS), initially observed in 1974, has

been widely applied in chemical and biological sensing.10,11

Especially the nanogap between metal particles has been

discovered to associate with huge local electromagnetic field

enhancement,12–14 which is the physical origin for surface-

enhanced spectroscopy3 and some other nonlinear

effects.15,16 Many structures have been developed so far for

sensing purpose, such as metal nanoshell,17 metal nanopar-

ticles,18–20 nanoporous gold films,21 etc. Despite that these

metallic structures provide very high field enhancement fac-

tor, their stability and reproducibility remain the major limit-

ing factors in applications. For high reproducibility,

nanofabrications with prestige facilities such as focused ion

beam22 or electron beam lithography23 are usually applied,

yet these approaches are usually time consuming and expen-

sive. Moreover, defects can be introduced in the patterning

process, which might act as scattering centers and decrease

the detection efficiency.

We present here a unique approach to fabricate stereo

structures of gold-capped silicon pillars with the aim to de-

velop an inexpensive, efficient way to make SERS substrate.

We show that the geometrical parameters of the stereo me-

tallic structure can be experimentally tuned. The edge of cir-

cular gold plate on top of the silicon column can act as the

“hot spots” in detecting trace amount of absorption

chemicals.

The polymer solution is prepared by dissolving a mix-

ture of polystyrene (PS) (10 k, Mw¼ 9.58 kg/mol, Mw/

Mn¼ 1.03, Fluka) and poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA)

(10 k, Mw¼ 9.98 kg/mol, Mw/Mn¼ 1.03, Fluka) (1:1, W/W)

in 99.5% pure toluene. The solution is then spin-coated on

silicon substrate at 3000 rpm. The spin-coated thin film sam-

ple is annealed at 150 �C for 48 h so as to form circular poly-

mer droplets on silicon surface. The silicon substrate with

polymer droplets is then etched with SF4 by inductively

coupled plasma (ICP, ULVAC CE300i). Eventually an array

of silicon pillars capped with a circular polymer plates is

generated. Thereafter a gold film 30 nm in thickness is blan-

ket deposited on the structure by electron beam evaporation.

The optical properties are measured by microRaman spec-

troscopy (Renishaw) for SERS with Rhodamine 6G (R6G,

Fluka) as the probing molecules. To carry out SERS meas-

urements, the sample is immersed in 1.0 lM aqueous solu-

tion of R6G, douched with ethanol, and then dried in

nitrogen gas. Cathodoluminescent spectroscopy (Gatan

MonoCL4) is also used to investigate the excitation of sur-

face plasmon on the structured surface.

The morphologies of the spin-coated PMMA/PS poly-

mer blend film on silicon substrate before and after annealing

are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. The circular

bumps in Fig. 1(b) are the polymer droplets. As demon-

strated in Refs. 24–26, each droplet possesses a PS kernel

surrounded by a rim of PMMA. The ICP-etched structure is

illustrated in Fig. 1(c). By tuning the strength and duration of

etching, an ultrathin polymer plate is generated on top of the

silicon column, and a cavity structure is generated.

The etched structure is then blanket deposited with gold,

as shown in Fig. 2(a). The cross-section of the sample is

shown in Fig. 2(b), from which the height of the structure

can be accurately measured. It is clear that the capping on
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the top of the silicon column has played the role of shelter in

blanket deposition of gold and lead to the gap of metal film

on the side wall of the silicon column, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

This discontinuity of the metal film is essential in SERS

measurements. The size of the metallic cap on the top of the

silicon column has been measured, and the histogram of the

diameter distribution is shown in Fig. 2(c). The most proba-

ble diameter (Dp) locates at about 1.3 lm for the experimen-

tal conditions we selected and can be tuned by changing the

initial thickness of the polymer film (Fig. 2(d)) and the time

for plasma etching as well.

The optical properties of the stereo metallic structure

(with Dp around 1.3 lm) has been numerically simulated by

full-wave analysis (the green line in Fig. 3) and experimen-

tally measured by a vacuum infrared Fourier transform

FIG. 1. AFM micrographs of the spin-coated PS/PMMA blend film before

anneal (a) and after anneal (b). (c) and (d) represent the SEM micrograph of

the cavities created by ICP etching with polymer droplets as template. The

scan size is 10 lm for (a) and (b). The scale bar represents 1 lm in (c) and

200 nm in (d), respectively.

FIG. 2. (a) SEM micrograph of microcavities with gold capping on top of

silicon columns. Substrate is also covered with a gold layer. (b) SEM micro-

graph of the micro cavity viewed from the side. (c) Histogram of the size of

metallic capping on top of the silicon column. (d) Most probable diameter of

the cap determined from the statistic graphs as that shown in (c) at different

initial thickness of the PS/PMMA blend film. The scale bars in (a) and

(b) represent 1 lm.

FIG. 3. The measured and simulated transmission spectra of microcavities

with Dp¼ 1300 nm.

FIG. 4. FPA spectroscopy studies on the array of micro cavities with

Dp¼ 750 nm. (a) Optical microscopy of the micro cavities. (b)–(h) show the

integration over the wave numbers indicated below each frame. The struc-

tures within the yellow circle are excited in 3000 cm�1–3300 cm�1, those

inside the red circle are excited in 2400 cm�1–3600 cm�1.
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spectrometer (Bruker Vertex 70v) (the red line in Fig. 3).

Two distinct extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) peaks

can be identified, which are expected to associate with the

localized surface plasmon resonance. To confirm this analy-

sis, the metallic structures with Dp¼ 750 nm are measured

by focal plane array (FPA) spectroscopy associated with

Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. Figure 4(a) illus-

trates the optical micrograph of the structure; Figs. 4(b)–4(h)

show the response of the same area at different range of

wave numbers. We inspect, respectively, two areas marked

by the red and yellow circles in Fig. 4(a). The droplets within

the red circle are excited in the range 2400 cm�1–3300 cm�1,

whereas those within yellow circle are excited in the range

3000 cm�1–3300 cm�1. Figure 4 shows that the excitation of

metallic cavities depends on their geometrical parameters,

and within the yellow circle the size distribution of the struc-

ture should be narrower than that within the red circle.

SERS spectra of R6G measured from different surfaces

are illustrated in Fig. 5, where the black and red lines repre-

sent the SERS spectra from the metallic cavity structures

with Dp¼ 250 nm and Dp¼ 750 nm, respectively. The blue

line is measured from a flat gold film without any structure.

All the spectra are collected with the same experimental con-

ditions. The SERS signal of R6G from the cavity structure

with Dp¼ 250 nm is significantly enhanced comparing with

the other two spectra, which is expected to be the result of

the field enhancement along the edge of the metallic cap on

the top of silicon column.

The distribution of electric field around the metallic

stereo structures with different geometrical parameters has

been calculated with finite difference time domain (FDTD)

method. Monochromic plane wave (514 nm) shines on the

metal-capped structure with normal incidence to the capping

plate. For the microcavity with diameter 250 nm (Figs. 6(a)

and 4(b)), the enhancement factor of localized electric field

is around 20. For the microcavity with diameter 750 nm,

however, no obvious enhancement can be detected (Figs.

6(c) and 6(d)).

The selective enhancement of the electric field on the

edge of the caps is directly observed with cathodolumines-

cence (CL) spectroscopy. Excited by the electron beams,

SPP can be generated on metal surface.27,28 However,

whether the resonance can be induced depends on the geo-

metrical parameters of the cavities. Figure 6(e) illustrates the

SEM micrograph viewed from the top, and Fig. 6(f) shows

the CL micrograph of the structure. The smaller structure has

been lightened evidently on the edge (as marked by the white

arrow), whereas the larger cavities remain dim on the edges.

The experimental data confirm the simulated results.

In our experiments, we consider the electromagnetic

enhancement as the major contributor to SERS. As the first

order approximation, its contribution is proportional to the

fourth power of the field enhancement. We therefore esti-

mate that at the edge of the circular plate, the electromag-

netic enhancement factor can reach 5� 104 based on the

data in Figs. 6(a)–6(d).

Detecting trace amount of chemicals with low cost and

high reliability is an important task nowadays. In this letter

we demonstrate a very simple way to fabricate metallic

microcavities. Each cavity can be considered as a gold-

capped silicon pillar standing on a gold film. The average

size of the cavities can be tuned by changing the initial thick-

ness of polymer blend film, and the ratio of cap size and col-

umn height depends on the duration and strength of etching.

SERS spectra indicate that micro cavities with Dp¼ 250 nm

may work as a good SERS substrate for molecular detection

with 514 nm laser incidence. The electromagnetic enhance-

ment at the edge of the cavity has been calculated and

directly observed with cathodoluminescence. We suggest

FIG. 5. SERS spectra of R6G measured on different substrates. The black

line is measured from the substrate with micro cavities Dp¼ 250 nm. For the

red line Dp¼ 750 nm. The blue line is measured from a flat Au film.

FIG. 6. Simulated electrical field (|E|/|E0|) on a single cavity with excitation

wave length as 514 nm ((a)–(d)) and the CL spectroscopy on the metallic

cavities ((e)–(f)). (a) and (b) show the side and top view of the field distribu-

tion with cap size 250 nm. (c) and (d) show the situation when the cap size is

changed to 750 nm. (e) shows the top-view SEM micrograph of the cavities.

(f) is the corresponding CL imaging with whole wavelength light collection.

The smaller disk has a brightened rim. The scale bar represents 500 nm.
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that the system we report here provides an easy approach for

trace amount of alien molecule detection.
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